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Pitch and Glottalization as Cues to Contrast in Yucatec Maya* 
Melissa Frazier  
 
Abstract 
Production experiments with Yucatec Maya show that two phonemic categories – HIGH TONE 
and GLOTTALIZED vowels – are systematically distinguished by pitch, glottalization, and (to a 
lesser extent) duration.  In performing a discrimination task with natural stimuli, listeners 
make use of all of these cues in determining which vowel sound they heard.  This result 
supports grammars that use bidirectional constraints with the same ranking values in both 
production and perception.  Listeners reacted differently to manipulated stimuli by attending 
to glottalization alone.  As glottalization is the phonetic dimension that is most correlated with 
this contrast, this result suggests that the perception grammar is adapted in degraded 
linguistic situations to attend to the cue that is most likely to lead to success. 
 
1.  Introduction 
 
 Yucatec Maya (a Mayan language of Mexico, henceforth abbreviated as YM) is one of 
the few Mayan languages to use a tonal contrast.  Long vowels are produced with either low 
tone (e.g. /mìis/ cat) or high tone (e.g. /míis/ sweep).  There is also a third type of long vowel 
used in YM; GLOTTALIZED vowels are produced with initial high pitch and with creaky voice.  The 
results of production experiments show that HIGH TONE and GLOTTALIZED vowels differ in several 
phonetic dimensions: GLOTTALIZED vowels tend to have higher initial pitch, to have a larger 
pitch span, to be produced with more creaky voice, and to be longer than HIGH TONE vowels.  
The fact that multiple phonetic dimensions are at play in this phonological contrast has 
implications for what strategies listeners will use in differentiating the contrast as well as for 
how to model the phonological grammar and its relation to phonetics.  These implications are 
explored in this paper via two perception experiments conducted in Yucatan, Mexico. 
 It has been demonstrated for various phonemic contrasts that the same phonetic 
properties that distinguish different phonemes in production are used by the listener as cues 
to perceiving the contrast.  For example, both F1 and duration systematically differ in the 
productions of tense and lax vowels in English (Peterson & Barney 1952; Peterson & Lehiste 
1960), though the reliability of such cues varies by dialect.  Escudero & Boersma (2004) show 
that speakers of different dialect groups attend to those cues that are the most correlated with 
the contrast in that dialect: Scottish English speakers distinguish /i/ from /ɪ/ primarily by F1 
and only minimally by duration, whereas duration is predominantly used by Southern British 
English speakers.  As another example, the average VOT (for both voiced and voiceless stops) is 
greater in English than in Spanish, and when performing a discrimination task, the crossover 
point (the point on the VOT continuum that begins to elicit more “voiceless” responses than 
“voiced” responses) has a higher VOT value for English listeners than for Spanish listeners 
(Liberman et al. 1958; Lisker & Abramson 1964, 1970; Cho & Ladefoged 1999).   
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 Given the above facts, one would expect YM listeners to make use of all available 
phonetic dimensions – pitch, glottalization, and vowel duration – when distinguishing 
between HIGH TONE and GLOTTALIZED vowels.  This expected result is confirmed when listeners 
respond to natural stimuli produced by native speakers.  However, listeners reacted differently 
to manipulated stimuli by attending to glottalization alone and ignoring pitch.  I argue that the 
manipulated stimuli forced participants to focus on only one phonetic dimension, and so 
listeners made use of the phonetic cue that is the most reliable at distinguishing the contrast 
between HIGH TONE and GLOTTALIZED vowels.  This means that the grammar of a language must 
not only account for how listeners use multiple cues in “ideal” language situations but also 
how they focus on the most useful cue in “degraded” language situations. 
 The fact that perception strategies are dependent on the specific phonetic productions 
of a language has led to the development of language-specific perception grammars and 
bidirectional grammars, in which the production and perception grammars mirror each other.  
In Boersma’s (2007) Bidirectional Stochastic OT, phonetic cues are related to phonological 
forms via constraints that have the same ranking values in both production and perception 
grammars.  The results of the YM production and perception experiments provide support for 
Boersma’s model. 
 This paper proceeds as follows.  In §2, I present the phonological properties of the 
vowel system of Yucatec Maya and the results of production experiments that show how 
different phonetic properties indicate a contrast between HIGH TONE and GLOTTALIZED vowels.  
Two perception experiments are discussed in §§3-4.1  The first perception experiment used 
natural stimuli to test how accurate listeners are at discriminating between HIGH TONE and 
GLOTTALIZED vowels and to determine which phonetic dimensions listeners use to make their 
choice.  The second perception experiment used manipulated stimuli in order to test how 
listeners are influenced by the interaction of pitch and glottalization.  Conclusions are 
presented in §5. 
 
2. Production of Vowel Contrasts in Yucatec Maya 
 
 Yucatec Maya is spoken by about 700,000 in Yucatan, Campeche, and Quintana Roo, 
Mexico and Belize (Gordon 2005).  In addition to five contrasting vowel qualities ([i e a o u]), 
there is a four-way contrast of suprasegmental features, henceforth referred to as vowel shape.  
The four vowel shapes, described in (1) along with a minimal quadruplet, can appear with any 
of the vowel qualities.  Each vowel in YM must occur with one of these shapes.  Thus, SHORT 
vowels are the only vowels not marked for tone; all long vowels bear some tone.  Throughout 
this paper, vowel shapes are denoted by small capital letters so that they are not confusable 
with generic phonological/phonetic properties (i.e. “GLOTTALIZED” is a phonemic category of 
YM, whereas “glottalization” is a phonetic property). 
 

                                                 
1 The methodology and results of all production and perception experiments are presented in my dissertation 
(Frazier 2009); the results of production experiment 1 are also reported in Frazier (In Press).  In this paper, I focus 
on the data most relevant to the discussion at hand, and, as such, I present data pooled from different speakers 
and different tokens than those reported in previous work. 
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(1)  vowel shapes of YM (Bricker et al. 1998)2  
 

SHORT /v/ short duration, mid pitch, modal voice chak ‘red’ 

LOW TONE /v̀v/ long duration, low pitch, modal voice chaak ‘boil’ 

HIGH TONE /v́v/ long duration, initial high pitch, modal voice cháak ‘rain’ 

GLOTTALIZED /v́v ̰/ long duration, initial high pitch, creaky voice 
(during the medial or final portion of the 
vowel) 

cha’ak ‘starch’ 

 
 Two production experiments were designed to document the realization of the 
suprasegmental properties of the vowel system of YM.  We will see in this section that the 
phonetic dimensions of vowel length, pitch, and glottalization all contribute to this contrast, 
and so the perception experiments of §§3-4 are designed to measure the effect of these 
properties on listeners’ responses in discrimination tasks. 
 
2.1  Methodology 
 
 For both production experiments, speakers were recorded from multiple towns in 
Yucatan, Mexico, and the results of these experiments indicate a dialectal split in the 
production of pitch and vowel length.  Because these dialect differences are not the focus of 
this paper, I only present data from speakers from Mérida (the capital of Yucatan) and Santa 
Elena (approximately 65 km south of Mérida).3  These towns are both located in the western 
half of Yucatan, and these speakers produce the vowel shapes in ways that are most congruent 
with previous literature on YM vowels.   
 The two production experiments mainly differ in the context of the target word. In 
production experiment 1 the target words were produced in isolation; in production 
experiment 2 the target words were produced in frame sentences (and data reported on here 
comes from target words in phrase-final position). 
 Nineteen speakers (1 female and 6 males from Mérida; 7 females and 5 males from 
Santa Elena) who participated in production experiment 1 are reported on here.  These 
participants read 100 words (25 with each vowel shape) in isolation.  Not all the data collected 
in production experiment 1 is reported on here.  Only words with HIGH TONE or GLOTTALIZED 
vowels are of interest to this paper.  The wordlist contained both nonce forms and existing 
forms; the results from nonce forms are not included below.  Furthermore, the wordlist for 
speakers from Santa Elena contained some polysyllabic words, where measurements were 
taken from a vowel in a non-final syllable.  Because there is variation in the production of 
suprasegmental features that is conditioned by the position of the syllable within the word, 

                                                 
2 Bricker et al. (1998), along with other major phonological descriptions of YM (e.g. Blair & Vermont Salas 1965), 
represent the GLOTTALIZED vowel as /vʔv/ or /v́ʔv/.  These vowels are hence often called “rearticulated vowels” in 
the literature.  The representation /v́v̰/ is supported by phonetic research which shows that this vowel shape is 
canonically produced with creaky voice (and not a full glottal stop) and with initial high pitch (Frazier 2009, In 
Press; Avelino et al. 2007; see §2.2.2).  Because these vowels are more often creaky than rearticulated, I follow 
their other naming convention and refer to them as GLOTTALIZED vowels here. 
3 The other towns represented in the production experiments were Sisbicchén, Xocén, and Yax Che, which are all 
clustered around Valladolid, the largest city in the eastern part of Yucatan.  The reader is referred to Frazier 
(2009) for more information about these dialect differences. 
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these polysyllabic words are also excluded here.  Thus, the results presented below represent 
the production of 20 words with a HIGH TONE vowel and 19 words with a GLOTTALIZED vowel by 
each speaker from Mérida and 15 words with a HIGH TONE vowel and 16 words with a 
GLOTTALIZED vowel by each speaker from Santa Elena.  All target words are of the form CVC. 
 Seventeen participants are reported on here for production experiment 2 (3 males from 
Mérida; 10 females and 4 males from Santa Elena).4  These participants read a total of 144 
sentences (36 target words (9 with each vowel shape) of the form CVC embedded in four 
different frame sentences each).  The target word was positioned phase-initially, phrase-
medially, phrase-finally (after a HIGH TONE vowel), and phrase-finally (not after a HIGH TONE 
vowel).  Only the last of these contexts is reported on here, and the relevant frame sentence is 
Tu ya’alaj __. “S/he said __.”5 Again, only HIGH TONE and GLOTTALIZED vowels are relevant, and so 
the following data for production experiment 2 comes from 9 HIGH TONE and 9 GLOTTALIZED 
vowels as spoken by each participant. 
 Measurements were taken from target words only (as spoken in isolation in production 
exp. 1 and in phrase-final position in production exp. 2).  All measurements were extracted 
using PRAAT (Boersma & Weenink, 2006).  For each target word, the boundaries of the vowel 
were demarcated (as determined by the onset and offset of F2) so that vowel length could be 
calculated, pitch values in Hz were extracted at 10 ms intervals for the duration of each vowel, 
and each vowel was coded for glottalization type.   
 
2.1.1  Coding Glottalization Type 
 
 Gordon & Ladefoged (2001) summarize a body of literature that documents the acoustic 
and aerodynamic differences among modal, creaky, and breathy voice and conclude that, 
while the reliability of these properties varies from language to language, seven main 
characteristics can be used to differentiate these phonation types: periodicity, intensity, 
spectral tilt, fundamental frequency, formant frequencies, duration, and airflow.  Though all of 
these properties are quantifiable, there is no way to determine a cut off point that divides the 
values of a given property into those that equate with each of the phonation types.  For 
example, spectral tilt (e.g. the amplitude of the second harmonic minus the amplitude of f0) 
tends to be negative for creaky voice, but this does not mean that one can simply measure 
spectral tilt and categorize those tokens with negative spectral tilt as being produced with 
creaky voice and those with positive spectral tilt as being produced with modal voice.6  Similar 
problems arise for any of the aforementioned phonetic properties. 
 In order to determine the glottalization type of each token obtained in the production 
experiments, I observed the waveform and spectrogram for periodicity, intensity, and f0 
(similar to the methods of Redi & Shattuck-Hufnagel 2001).  I found that, in YM, a departure 
from modal voice was most consistently indicated by a weakening of intensity, as seen in Fig. 
1.  In this token, it is clear that the vowel is not produced with sustained modal voice, but the 
only visual indicator of a change in phonation type is lowered intensity and a slight lowering 

                                                 
4 An additional speaker from Santa Elena was recorded, but his data was rejected because he did not produce the 
requested sentences. 
5 A more detailed gloss for this frame sentence is as follows: 
T-uy  a’al-aj    __. 
COMP.ASP-3ERG say-COMP.ASP/TRANS.STATUS  __. 
6 It has also been documented that there can be an interaction between tone and spectral tilt (Blankenship 1997), 
which could be especially problematic for YM, where tone and creaky voice are used phonemically. 
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of f0.  Such tokens were classified as being produced with creaky voice.  Irregularly spaced 
glottal pulses (i.e. aperiodicity) and irregularity in the intensity of consecutive glottal pulses 
(possibly due to diplophonia) were less consistently present in productions of creaky voice in 
YM.  See Fig. 2 for a token with creaky voice that exhibits all of these properties.  Thus, the 
visual cues of lowered intensity and aperiodicity were used to indicate a token that was 
produced with creaky voice during some portion of vowel production. 7  While lowered f0 was 
commonly present, it was never the sole indicator of a departure from modal voice. 
 

 
Figure 1: Creaky voice indicated by low intensity 
This token of xi’im /ʃíḭm/ ‘corn’ is produced by a male from Mérida. 
  
   A small percentage of GLOTTALIZED vowels were produced with a full glottal stop 
interrupting vowel production.  Any vowel that was interrupted by a gap between glottal 
pulses of 20 ms or more was coded as having a glottal stop.  Additionally, I discovered that 
many tokens in YM did not display all of the canonical properties of creaky voice but rather 
showed only a momentary but extreme drop in intensity that indicated a departure from 
modal voice.  This pattern occurred often and such tokens gave an auditory impression of 
creaky voice.  Because these tokens were clearly not produced with only modal voice but were 
also clearly not produced with a lengthy stretch of creaky voice, they are given the label of 
“weak glottalization”.   
 Four glottalization types are thus referred to in this paper: modal voice (no 
glottalization at any point in vowel production), weak glottalization (indicated by a brief dip in 
intensity), creaky voice (at some point during vowel production), and a glottal stop 
(interrupting vowel production).  These glottalization types are henceforth abbreviated as 
mod., w.g., cr., and g.s. (respectively), and examples are presented in Fig. 2. 
 

                                                 
7 Creaky voice most commonly occurred during the medial portion of the vowel, such that the vowel began and 
ended with modal voice.  A smaller set of vowels were produced with creaky voice that began in the middle of the 
vowel and continued to the end.  Only a few tokens showed creaky voice either initially or throughout vowel 
production. 
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Figure 2: Examples of four types of glottalization 
Top row: modal voice, ma’ats’ /máa̰ts’/ ‘hull corn’; weak glottalization, p’u’uk /p’úṵk/ ‘cheek’  
Bottom row: creaky voice, ti’i’ /tíḭʔ/ ‘there’; full glottal stop, e’es /ʔéḛs/ ‘show’  
 
2.1.2 Measuring Pitch 
 
 As explained above, pitch measurements (in Hz) were extracted at 10 ms intervals for 
the duration of the vowel using PRAAT.  Seven pitch values are referred to in this paper: the 
maximum pitch value produced during vowel production, the minimum pitch value produced 
during vowel production, and five pitch values produced at normalized time points (beginning 
of vowel, 25%, 50%, and 75% of vowel production, and end of vowel).  These five pitch values 
are used to define pitch contours for each vowel, and the maximum pitch value minus the 
minimum pitch value defines the pitch span of the vowel.  Maximum and minimum pitch values 
were obtainable for every token, but pitch values at the five normalized time points were not 
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always available (due to aperiodicity generally caused by creak or full glottal closure).8  These 
missing values were recorded as such, but did not result in throwing out the obtainable pitch 
values for a given vowel. 
 In order to make meaningful cross-speaker comparisons of pitch values, pitch 
measurements in Hertz are transformed into semitones over the baseline (s/b).  This transform is 
based on the work of Nolan (2003), who found that pitch spans (of intonational contours) 
showed the least inter-speaker variation when measured in semitones, and the work of 
Pierrehumbert (1980), who showed that a speaker-specific baseline could be used to scale pitch 
measurements and, again, minimize inter-speaker variation.  As shown in (2), s/b is calculated 
by using the standard equation for deriving semitones from Hz – 12*log2(Hz/reference Hz) – 
but instead of using a constant value for the “reference Hz”, a speaker- and context-specific 
baseline is used.  The baseline is (somewhat arbitrarily) defined as the average pitch value 
produced at the mid point of LOW TONE vowels in a given context (i.e. isolation or phrase-final) 
by a given speaker.  Thus, for example, a pitch measurement of 2 s/b indicates a value that is 2 
semitones above that particular speaker’s baseline (in that particular context).  As shown in 
Frazier (2009), this transform is successful at minimizing inter-speaker variation in YM.   
 
(2) equation used to transform Hertz into semitones over the baseline 
 
 s/b = 12*log2(Hz/baseline Hz) 
 where baseline Hz is the average pitch value produced at the mid point of LOW TONE vowels for a 

given speaker in a given context 
 
2.2  Results 
 
2.2.1 Vowel Length  
 
 GLOTTALIZED vowels are slightly longer than HIGH TONE vowels, though this difference is 
only statistically significant for production experiment 1: 
 
Table 1: Mean vowel length (ms) for HIGH TONE and GLOTTALIZED vowels 9 

 HIGH TONE GLOTTALIZED t p df 
exp. 1 (isolation) 200 208 2.25 .02 625 
exp. 2 (phrase-final)  186 188 0.31 .76 288 

 
2.2.2 Glottalization 
 
 For GLOTTALIZED vowels, modal voice and creaky voice are the two most common types 
of glottalization, while HIGH TONE vowels are (unsurprisingly) almost always produced with 
modal voice (see Table 2).  While it is clear that these two vowel shapes differ in terms of 
glottalization, the fact that so many GLOTTALIZED vowels are produced with modal voice 
suggests that glottalization alone does not signal a contrast. 

                                                 
8 Vocal fold vibration during the production of creaky voice was not always aperiodic, and so there are many 
pitch measurements that come from portions of vowels where creaky voice occurs.  See §2.2.4 for further 
discussion of pitch and creaky voice. 
9 All t statistics in this paper are calculated using a mixed linear regression model to account for multiple 
observations within subjects. 
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Table 2: Distribution of glottalization types  

 exp. 1 (isolation) exp. 2 (phrase-final) 
 mod. w.g. cr. g.s. mod. w.g. cr. g.s. 

GLOTTALIZED 35% 13% 44% 8% 59% 9% 29% 3% 
HIGH TONE 94% 2% 4% 0% 96% 1% 3% 0% 

 
2.2.3 Pitch 
 
 The average pitch contours of HIGH TONE and GLOTTALIZED vowels as spoken in isolation 
are shown in Fig. 3.  GLOTTALIZED vowels start with higher pitch, which then drops more rapidly, 
than HIGH TONE vowels.  Both vowel shapes end with relatively low pitch.  GLOTTALIZED vowels 
have a larger pitch span than HIGH TONE vowels (x ̄GLOT = 6.1 semitones; x ̄HI = 4.2 semitones; t(624) = 
7.82, p < .01). 
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Figure 3: Average pitch contours (production experiment 1; isolation) 
g = GLOTTALIZED; h = HIGH TONE;  asterisks indicate time points with statistically significant 
differences in pitch values for each vowel shape ( ** (p < .01); * (p < .05)) 
  
 There are some gender-based differences in the production of pitch, as shown in Fig. 4.  
Namely, GLOTTALIZED vowels are produced with higher pitch (relative to the speaker’s baseline) 
by males than by females.  This means that the initial pitch of GLOTTALIZED vowels is 
significantly higher than the initial pitch of HIGH TONE vowels for males (t(355) = 5.40, p < .01) 
but not for females (t = 0.71(288), p = .48).  This result is discussed in more detail in §2.2.4.  Even 
though productions by the two genders differ in terms of initial pitch, GLOTTALIZED vowels have 
a larger pitch span for both genders (x ̄GLOT,male = 5.9 semitones; x ̄HI,male = 4.8 semitones; x ̄GLOT,female = 
6.5 semitones; x ̄HI,female = 3.4 semitones). 
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Figure 4: Average pitch contours by gender (production experiment 1; isolation) 
g = GLOTTALIZED; h = HIGH TONE 
 
 The pitch contours produced in production study 2, as shown in Fig. 5, show that both 
vowel shapes begin and end with the same pitch values in this context, though the pitch of 
GLOTTALIZED vowels drops earlier in vowel production.  Statistical analysis shows that 
differences between the two contours are mostly nonsignificant.   
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Figure 5: Average pitch contours (production experiment 2; phrase-final) 
g = GLOTTALIZED; h = HIGH TONE; asterisks indicate time points with statistically significant 
differences in pitch values for each vowel shape ( ** (p < .01); * (p < .05)) 
 
 Again, the pitch contours of GLOTTALIZED vowels are produced differently by the two 
genders (see Fig. 6).  GLOTTALIZED vowels do have higher initial pitch than HIGH TONE vowels in 
phrase-final context when spoken by males (t(118) = 2.61, p = .01), whereas HIGH TONE vowels 
have higher pitch throughout vowel production (until the end of the vowel) for females (for 
initial pitch, t(162) = -2.36, p = .02). 
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Figure 6: Average pitch contours by gender (production experiment 2; phrase-final) 
g = GLOTTALIZED; h = HIGH TONE 
 
 Pitch spans are larger for GLOTTALIZED vowels, whether the data is averaged across all 
participants (x ̄GLOT = 6.1 semitones; x ̄HI = 4.3 semitones; t (616) = 3.18, p < .01) or across each 
gender separately (x ̄GLOT,male = 6.5 semitones; x ̄HI,male = 4.7 semitones; x ̄GLOT,female = 5.9 semitones; 
x ̄HI,female = 4.1 semitones). 
 
2.2.4 The Interaction of Pitch, Glottalization, and Gender  
 
 The results presented in the previous section indicate that GLOTTALIZED vowels do not 
have the same pitch contours for both males and females, even when using the semitones over 
the baseline transform, which is designed to minimize cross-speaker variation.  This result can 
be better understood by looking at the pitch contours that are produced with different 
glottalization types.  In Fig. 7 we see the average pitch contours for GLOTTALIZED vowels (as 
produced in production experiment 1) by gender and glottalization type (modal voice, weak 
glottalization, and creaky voice).10  When GLOTTALIZED vowels are produced without 
glottalization (modal voice only), they have roughly the same contour for males and females 
and are produced with higher pitch than that of HIGH TONE vowels.  However, the pitch 
contours of those vowels produced with either weak glottalization or creaky voice are 
strikingly different between the two genders.  For males, creaky voice and weak glottalization 
are correlated with even higher initial pitch, while, for females, glottalization is correlated 
with lower initial pitch and dramatic decreases in pitch during the middle portion of the vowel 
(where glottalization is canonically produced).  The cause of this distinction is the fact that 
females and males are producing creaky voice with similar f0 values (in Hz).11  For example, the 
average pitch value produced at the middle time point of GLOTTALIZED vowels produced with 
either weak glottalization or creaky voice is 147 Hz for males and 167 Hz for females, as 
compared to the middle time point of GLOTTALIZED vowels produced with modal voice, which is 
156 Hz for males and 212 Hz for females.  This indicates that pitch produced during creaky 
voice is not a function of a speaker’s natural pitch range in the same way that pitch produced 
                                                 
10 Those vowels produced with a full glottal stop are excluded here because of how few tokens had this 
glottalization type and because no pitch values can be extracted from the portion of the vowel with a glottal stop. 
11 A similar result was found for speakers of English.  Blomgren et al. (1998) measured f0 during productions of 
“modal register” and “vocal fry” and found that the average f0 for females was much higher than males during 
modal register (211.0 Hz for females as compared to 117.5 Hz for males) but not during vocal fry (48.1 Hz for 
females and 49.1 Hz for males). 
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during modal voice is.  Pitch produced during creaky voice is far below the baseline for females 
but near, or even slightly above, the baseline for males. Thus, when these pitch values are 
transformed into s/b, a measurement that is sensitive to a speaker’s natural pitch range, we 
get the gender-based differences documented in Fig. 7.  Because males more consistently 
produce GLOTTALIZED vowels with higher pitch than HIGH TONE vowels, a male’s voice is used for 
the stimuli of perception experiment 2 (see §4). 
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Figure 7: Average pitch contours of GLOTTALIZED vowels by gender and glottalization type 
(production experiment 1; isolation) 
m = modal voice; w = weak glottalization, c = creaky voice 
The thin dashed line shows the average pitch contour of HIGH TONE vowels. 
 
2.3 Summary 
  
 The above description of HIGH TONE and GLOTTALIZED vowels has shown that length, pitch, 
and glottalization all contribute to this contrast (in increasing order of importance).  
GLOTTALIZED vowels are more likely to be produced with glottalization, with a larger pitch span, 
with higher initial pitch (especially by males), and with a slightly longer duration (though this 
last characteristic is not very robust).  The perception experiments presented in §§3-4 are 
designed to determine which of these cues are attended to by listeners when determining 
whether they heard a GLOTTALIZED or a HIGH TONE vowel. 
 
3.  Perception Experiment 1: Natural Stimuli 
  
   As we saw in §2, the phonetic dimensions of length, pitch, and glottalization 
systematically differ in productions of HIGH TONE and GLOTTALIZED vowels in YM.  However, there 
is also a high degree of overlap between the permissible values of a given parameter for both 
vowel shapes.  In other words, many productions of HIGH TONE vowels are legal productions of 
GLOTTALIZED vowels, and vice versa (with the one notable exception of a full glottal stop, which 
is only produced with GLOTTALIZED vowels).   
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 There are thus two goals of this perception experiment.  The first is to determine if 
listeners can indeed correctly identify tokens with HIGH TONE and GLOTTALIZED vowels when 
given no other contextual information.  The second is to determine which of the various 
phonetic dimensions influence the listeners’ decisions. 
 
3.1  Methods 
 
3.1.1  Participants 
 
 Sixteen speakers who participated in the two perception experiments are reported on 
here (2 males from Mérida and 9 females and 5 males from Santa Elena).  All had also 
participated in production experiment 2, and some had participated in production experiment 
1.  All participants are fluent in Spanish in addition to YM; all speak YM in the home and in 
daily life.  Two participants from Santa Elena are also proficient in English.  The two 
participants from Mérida are originally from smaller towns on the western side of the 
peninsula. 
 
3.1.2  Procedure and Stimuli 
 
 Participants heard a stimulus and were asked to choose whether they heard a word 
with a HIGH TONE vowel or a word with GLOTTALIZED vowel.  Experiments were run with PRAAT 
(Boersma & Weenink 2006).  The participant listened to each stimulus through headphones 
and then used a mouse to select the appropriate word on the computer screen.  For each 
choice on the computer screen, a word was displayed in both YM and Spanish.  The Spanish 
translation was given to ensure that there were no orthography misunderstandings.  
Additionally, there was a repeat button on the screen that participants could use up to three 
times if they wished to hear the stimulus again. 
 Before the experiment began, participants went through a practice perception task.  
This was done to ensure both that the participant understood the instructions and that they 
were comfortable using a mouse to interact with the computer screen.  If necessary, the 
participant was shown how to use a mouse, and this usually required the practice session to be 
done more than once.  There was one participant who did not like using the mouse and did not 
want to learn.  She instead used her finger to point to a box on the screen, and I clicked on the 
box for her.  Participants were encouraged to ask questions if necessary and were 
compensated for their time.   
 The stimuli used for this experiment were natural, unmanipulated recordings of the 
words k’a’an /k’áa̰n/ ‘strong’ and k’áan /k’áan/ ‘hammock’.  The Spanish translations given for 
these words were fuerte and hamaca, respectively.  Each word was spoken by 24 different 
speakers of YM (from Mérida, Santa Elena, and Sisbicchén); the words were recorded during 
production experiment 1.12  Participants heard each of the 48 stimuli once and were asked to 
choose between k’a’an and k’áan as the word they thought they heard, as detailed above. 
 
 
                                                 
12 As discussed in §2, speakers from Sisbicchén produce pitch and length differently than speakers from Santa 
Elena and Mérida.  Participants were not told that they were listening to speakers from different locations, and 
there is no evidence in the data to suggest that participants responded differently to stimuli from different dialect 
groups. 
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3.2  Results 
 
 The first goal of this experiment is to determine to what extent listeners can correctly 
identify HIGH TONE and GLOTTALIZED vowels without any contextual clues.  As shown in Table 3, 
participants performed better than chance (Rao-Scott χ2(1) = 19.2, p < .01),13 though it is 
doubtful that one should consider accuracy rates of 63-64% as highly successful.  This data 
suggests that, at the very least, participants are not merely guessing and, to a limited extent, 
can identify HIGH TONE and GLOTTALIZED vowels on the basis of phonetic production alone 
without the aid of any semantic or other discourse cues. 
 
Table 3: Confusion matrix (perception experiment 1) 

 stimulus 
response k’a’an (GLOT.) k’áan (H.T.) 

k’a’an (GLOT.) 240 (62.5%) 138 (35.9%) 
k’áan (H.T.) 144 (37.5%) 246 (64.1%) 

 
 The second goal of the experiment is to determine which phonetic cues influence the 
listeners’ decisions in discriminating between HIGH TONE and GLOTTALIZED vowels.  The results 
(see Fig. 8) show a statistically significant effect of all measured phonetic dimensions: 
glottalization type (Rao-Scott χ2(3) = 55.2, p < .01 ), vowel length (z = 3.97, p < .01), initial pitch 
(z = 4.31, p < .01), and pitch span (z = 7.26, p < .01).14  More glottalization, longer vowel duration, 
higher initial pitch, or a larger pitch span triggers more GLOTTALIZED vowel responses (as 
opposed to HIGH TONE vowel responses). 
 

                                                 
13 The Rao-Scott χ2 is analogous to Pearson’s χ2

 and is adjusted for multiple observations within subjects.  
14 The tests for vowel length, initial pitch, and pitch span use a mixed logistic regression model to account for 
multiple observations within subjects and a null hypothesis of no linear association between the independent 
variable (vowel length, initial pitch, or pitch span) and the logit of the dependent variable (response). 
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Figure 8: Percentage of times response = GLOTTALIZED vowel on the basis of glottalization type, 
vowel length, initial pitch, and pitch span of the stimulus 
 
3.3  Discussion 
 
 The results of perception experiment 1 indicate that listeners make use of all available 
phonetic cues when discriminating between HIGH TONE and GLOTTALIZED vowels.  In fact, they 
even attend to vowel length, which is only loosely correlated with phonemic category (see 
Table 1).  This result provides support for bidirectional models of phonetics and phonology, 
such as Boersma’s (2007) Bidirectional Stochastic OT.  In this model, phonetic values are 
related to phonological categories via constraints that have the same mean ranking values in 
both the production and the perception grammar (and variation is accounted for through 
stochastic evaluation).  Thus the production grammar tells the speaker how to map a 
phonological category like /v ́v ̰/ onto particular values for pitch, glottalization, etc.  The 
perception grammar takes these phonetic values as the input and tells the listener how to map 
them onto a phonological category.  This model predicts that whatever phonetic values are 
deemed optimal for some phonological category by the production grammar will be also be 
mapped onto that phonological category by the perception grammar. 
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 For vowel length, initial pitch values, and pitch spans, this prediction is borne out.  The 
production grammar is more likely to map a GLOTTALIZED vowel – /v́v ̰/ – onto phonetic forms 
with longer vowel lengths, higher initial pitch values, and larger pitch spans, while it is more 
likely to map a HIGH TONE vowel – /v ́v/ – onto phonetic forms with shorter vowel lengths, lower 
initial pitch values, and smaller pitch spans.  (Though, of course, there is variation in the 
phonetic forms that can be generated by the production grammar, as predicted by stochastic 
evaluation.)  The perception grammar is then more likely to map a phonetic form with a 
longer vowel length, higher initial pitch value, and larger pitch span onto a GLOTTALIZED vowel. 
 This correlation is not as straightforward with glottalization type.  In production (see 
Table 2), HIGH TONE vowels are almost always produced with modal voice, whereas GLOTTALIZED 
vowels are produced with all four glottalization types, with modal voice and creaky voice 
being the most common.  Because a glottal stop is so rarely produced with GLOTTALIZED vowels, 
it may be surprising that it is such a good perceptual cue.  However, this result makes sense if 
we look at how often each glottalization type occurs as a production of a particular vowel 
shape.  As shown in Table 4, the vast majority of productions with weak glottalization, creaky 
voice, or a glottal stop are GLOTTALIZED vowels, whereas the majority of productions with modal 
voice are HIGH TONE vowels.  Thus, it is understandable for the perception grammar to map any 
phonetic form with glottalization onto a GLOTTALIZED vowel. 
 
Table 4: Percentage of times each glottalization type occurs as a production of each vowel 
shape (production experiment 1; isolation) 

 mod. w.g. cr. g.s. 
GLOTTALIZED 26% 87% 91% 100% 

HIGH TONE 74% 13% 9% 0% 
 
 The fact that glottal stops are such good perceptual cues but are so rarely produced is 
an instance of the prototype effect (see Boersma 2006 and references therein).  Listeners prefer 
for GLOTTALIZED vowels to have glottal stops because this makes them easy to identify, but 
speakers prefer not to produce a glottal stop because of the effort involved.  This production-
perception mismatch can be accounted for with the articulatory constraints of the 
Bidirectional Model.15  Articulatory constraints penalize effortful phonetic forms (with no 
reference to the input) and hence function similarly to the markedness constraints of classic 
OT.  Thus an articulatory constraint such as *[ʔ] (“don’t produce a glottal stop”)  can rule out 
the production of a glottal stop even though the rest of the production grammar may prefer 
the mapping of /v ́v ̰/ → [v́ʔv].  This articulatory constraint plays no role in the perception 
grammar because phonetic forms (denoted by brackets instead of slashes) are not the 
candidates of evaluation, and so the perception grammar prefers the mapping [v ́ʔv] → /v́v ̰/. 
 
4.  Perception Experiment 2: Manipulated Stimuli 
 
 The results of perception experiment 1 indicate that listeners make use of a variety of 
phonetic cues in discriminating between HIGH TONE and GLOTTALIZED vowel in YM.  One 

                                                 
15 Another method of accounting for the prototype effect is to add a hyperarticulated form to a model of phonetics 
and phonology, such that the prototypicality task involves the mapping of categorical representations onto 
hyperarticulated targets, whereas normal production goes a step further and maps the hyperarticulated form 
onto a “normal speech” phonetic form (Johnson et al. 1993).  As Boersma (2006) argues, Bidirectional Stochastic 
OT allows for the analysis of the prototype effect without positing an additional hyperarticulated form. 
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shortcoming with the design of this experiment is that, because natural productions were 
used, the stimuli represent only those productions that happened to be produced by each of 
the 24 speakers.  There is thus no systematic relation among the relevant phonetic dimensions, 
and hence it is hard to test how listeners are affected by the interactions of these phonetic 
dimensions.  For example, in the production data presented in §2, we saw that, for females, 
GLOTTALIZED vowels with modal voice tend to have higher pitch (than both GLOTTALIZED vowels 
produced with glottalization and HIGH TONE vowels).  This could mean that listeners are more 
attentive to pitch when given a stimulus with modal voice, since both HIGH TONE and GLOTTALIZED 
vowels may be produced with modal voice.  Perception experiment 2 was designed to test how 
the interaction of pitch and glottalization influence listeners in a discrimination task.  The 
effect of vowel length is not investigated in this experiment as it is the least correlated with 
vowel shape in production and in order to simplify the experimental design and analysis. 
 The results of this experiment indicate that listeners reacted differently than expected 
to these stimuli.  Listeners made use of glottalization alone when making their decisions, while 
completely ignoring pitch.  The implications of these results are discussed in §4.3. 
 
4.1  Methods  
 
4.1.1  Participants and Procedures 
 
 Perception experiment 2 took place immediately after perception experiment 1, and so 
the participants are the same for both experiments.  In this task, participants were again 
forced to choose between a word with a HIGH TONE vowel and a word with a GLOTTALIZED vowel.  
Two minimal pairs were used: k’áan /k’áan/ ‘hammock’ vs. k’a’an /k’áa ̰n/ ‘strong’ and cháak 
/tʃáak/ ‘rain’ vs. cha’ak /tʃáa ̰k/ ‘starch’.16  Each stimulus was played in the context of the frame 
sentence Tin wa’alaj ___ ‘I said ___’.  A frame sentence was used in this task because of the 
concern that the combination of manipulated stimuli and no context would make the 
participants unable to do anything but guess.  With the frame sentence, the listener becomes 
familiar with the pitch range of the speaker and can use that information.17  The procedure of 
this experiment is the same as in perception experiment 1, except that the computer screen 
showed whichever minimal pair was relevant for the particular stimulus being heard. 
 Participants heard each of the 32 stimuli (16 manipulated stimuli for each minimal pair) 
three times, for 96 trials.  All participants completed all 96 trials, but some of the data was 
rejected.  Three participants from Santa Elena always selected cháak when given the choice of 
cháak vs. cha’ak, and so these 144 trials (48 for each participant) were discarded and are not 
included in the results that follow.  I assume that these participants were simply not familiar 
with the word cha’ak (see footnote 16). 
 
                                                 
16 The minimal pair k’a’an vs. k’áan is robust; both words are common lexical items in everyday usage.  The 
minimal pair cha’ak and cháak is not as robust in that cha’ak ‘starch’ is not a common lexical item.  I had first tried 
to manipulate stimuli with another robust minimal pair (ku’uk ‘squirrel’ and kúuk ‘elbow’), but I found that the 
high vowel [u] sounded much less natural after resynthesis with different pitch contours.  The cha’ak/cháak 
minimal pair was used because it was the best minimal pair with a low vowel that I could find.  (Exact minimal 
pairs for the contrast of HIGH TONE and GLOTTALIZED vowels are actually quite rare in YM.)  The Spanish translations 
provided for the YM words were fuerte for ‘k’a’an’, hamaca for ‘k’áan’, sagú for ‘cha’ak’, and lluvia for ‘cháak’. 
17 The frame sentence used with the perception study (Tin wa’alaj __. ‘I said __’) is slightly different from the 
frame sentence used in production study 2 (Tu ya’alaj __. ‘S/he said __’); a different subject pronoun is used.  This 
difference does not affect the prosodic or syntactic constituency of the sentence. 
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4.1.2  Manipulation of Stimuli 
 
   Stimuli were manipulated from one natural production of k’an ‘ripe’ and chak ‘red’ 
(both are current lexical items with a SHORT vowel) as spoken in isolation by a male from 
Mérida who did not participate in the perception experiments.  This male did participate in 
both production experiments, and so the data obtained there will be used to calculate his 
baseline in phrase-final position.   The frame sentence (Tin wa’alaj __. ‘I said __.’) was an 
unmanipulated recording spoken by the same male.   
 Using each original recording (k’an and chak), 16 stimuli were manipulated to fit each 
combination of four types of glottalization and four values for initial pitch (see details below).  
All manipulations were done with PRAAT.  Because the original stimulus has a SHORT vowel, the 
vowel was lengthened by copying and pasting whole pitch periods in the central portion of the 
vowel, so that the resulting vowel (with modal voice) was about 200 ms long (about the mean 
length of long vowels).  There are minor deviations in the vowel lengths of each stimulus due 
to the necessity of cutting/pasting whole pitch periods; the average vowel length of the 32 
stimuli is 199 ms (standard deviation = 3.8).  See Table 5 for precise measurements of each 
stimulus. 
 
4.1.2.1 Manipulation of Pitch 
 
 Four different pitch contours were created using PRAAT and were defined by three 
points – the beginning of the vowel, 75 ms after the beginning of the vowel, and the end of the 
vowel.  The first two points had the same value for a given contour and had different values for 
each of the four pitch contours (125, 140, 155, and 170 Hz), while the last point had a constant 
value for all stimuli (110 Hz, which continued through the coda [n] for k’áan/k’a’an). The four 
different pitch contours will henceforth be abbreviated as L (low), ML (mid-low), MH (mid-
high), and H (high).18  In semitones over the baseline (calculated by using this speaker’s 
baseline as obtained from production experiment 2), the different initial pitch values are -0.1, 
1.9, 3.6, and 5.2 s/b.  When a new stimulus is resynthesized with each pitch contour, minor 
fluctuations in pitch can occur (see Table 5).  Fig. 9 shows the four synthesized pitch contours 
and where they fall relative to this speaker’s natural average productions of these vowel 
shapes.   
 There is some variation in the pitch spans of different stimuli with the same initial 
pitch value but with different glottalization types, due to the fact that creaky voice is 
synthesized by inserting extremely low pitch values (see below).  After synthesizing a stimulus 
with weak glottalization or creaky voice, f0 measurements are sometimes obtainable from the 
creaky portions of the vowel, and sometimes not (due to aperiodicity).  The measured pitch 
span for each stimulus is given in Table 5.  In general, as initial pitch increases (for a given 
lexical item and glottalization type) so does the pitch span.19 

                                                 
18 I use abbreviations that look like phonological tone markers so that they will be easily recognizable by the 
reader.  It should be kept in mind that these are not tonal markers, as both HIGH TONE and GLOTTALIZED vowels are 
marked by high tone in their phonological form.  These abbreviations are meant to signify where the exact 
acoustic value is in the range of the acoustic values under consideration.  The L marker, for example, does not 
indicate low tone or even low pitch overall; it indicates the lowest pitch value of the four pitch values used in this 
experiment. 
19 The exception to this generalization is that, for each glottalization type, the pitch category of MH has a smaller 
pitch span than the pitch category of ML for the k’áan/k’a’an stimuli. 
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Figure 9: Comparison of manipulated pitch contours with speaker’s natural productions 
The thick gray lines show the average pitch contours for HIGH TONE (h) and GLOTTALIZED (g) 
vowels (from production experiment 1 (lighter gray) and production experiment 2 (darker 
gray)) as spoken by the producer of the original tokens used to manipulate the stimuli for 
perception task 2.  The thin black lines show the four manipulated pitch contours. 
 
Table 5: Length and pitch measurements of manipulated stimuli 
  cha'ak/cháak k'a'an/k'áan 

glot. 
type 

pitch 
cat. 

vowel 
length 
(ms) 

initial 
pitch 
(s/b) 

pitch 
span 
(semi-
tones) 

vowel 
length 
(ms) 

initial 
pitch 
(s/b) 

pitch 
span 
(semi-
tones) 

L 196 -0.7 1.8 201 -0.7 2 

ML 196 1.2 3.3 201 1.2 5.8 

MH 196 3 4.6 201 3 4.1 
mod. 

H 196 4.6 5.9 201 4.6 7 

L 201 -0.7 1.8 202 -0.7 2.1 

ML 198 1.2 3.9 200 1.2 5.9 

MH 194 3 5.5 200 3 4.1 
w.g. 

H 196 4.6 7.2 204 4.6 7.6 

L 195 -0.7 8.2 202 -0.7 7.5 

ML 195 1.2 10.3 203 1.2 11.7 

MH 194 2.9 12.1 200 3 10.7 
cr. 

H 190 4.6 12 197 4.6 13.5 

L 207 -0.7 8.2 204 -0.7 4.9 

ML 203 1.2 10.3 205 1.2 11.7 

MH 200 2.9 10.3 201 3 6.6 
g.s. 

H 197 4.6 12 197 4.6 12 
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4.1.2.2 Manipulation of Glottalization 
 
 Each token with modal voice (and one of the four pitch contours) was then modified to 
create a new token with each of the other three glottalization types: weak glottalization, 
creaky voice, and a full glottal stop.  In order to create a token with “weak glottalization”, each 
pitch tier (Fig. 9) was altered by adding a pitch value of 35 Hz at 10 ms after the second point 
(85 ms after the start of the vowel).  When a token is resynthesized with such a pitch contour, 
the resulting token contains a very brief portion of what sounds like creaky voice and 
resembles the pattern of weak glottalization as produced by native speakers of YM (see Fig. 2).   
 Tokens with “creaky voice” were manipulated by starting with the weak glottalization 
pitch tier (with one pitch point at 35 Hz).  This pitch tier was modified by adding another point 
at 35 Hz at 10 ms after the first one.   In this manner, the impression of creaky voice is 
synthesized through the creation of extremely low pitch values.  In order to make the stimuli 
with creaky voice sound more natural, the peak intensity of the portion of the vowel with 
creaky voice was scaled down by 30%.   
 In order to synthesize a glottal stop, the stimuli with creaky voice were used as a 
starting point.  About 75 ms were deleted from the vowel in order to insert 75 ms of silence 
and maintain a vowel of the same length.  The most stable portions of the vowel were deleted 
so that formant transitions were not affected.  Because, in YM, a glottal stop is generally 
followed (and sometimes preceded) by creaky voice, most of the deleted portions of the vowel 
were those with modal voice so that the synthesized creaky voice remains.  After the portion 
of silence was inserted into the middle of the remaining vowel, the peak intensity of a couple 
of creaky pulses surrounding this silence were again lowered by 30%  The resulting token 
contains a glottal stop (represented by silence) surrounded by creaky pulses.  Spectrograms 
and waveforms showing the four different glottalization types are displayed in Fig. 10.   
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Figure 10: Spectrograms and waveforms for glottalization types used in perception exp. 2 
These stimuli represent cháak/cha’ak with an initial pitch of 140 Hz (the ML category).  
 
4.2  Results 
 
 The results of this experiment, as presented in Table 6, show that glottalization alone 
influenced the participants’ decisions.  As glottalization increases, listeners are more likely to 
select a token with a GLOTTALIZED vowel, regardless of the pitch contours of the stimuli.  This 
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means that neither initial pitch nor pitch span was attended to by the listener.  There are no 
right or wrong responses to this task as all of the stimuli were manipulated from tokens that 
are not possible responses. 
 
Table 6: Percentage of times a GLOTTALIZED vowel was chosen for each stimulus 

 pitch categories 
glottalization type L ML MH H  

glottal stop 80 83 77 82 
creaky voice 63 62 68 68 

weak glottalization 44 43 42 43 
modal 29 26 26 23 

significant effect of glottalization: Wald χ2(3) = 32.95, p < .01 
nonsignificant effect of pitch: Wald χ2(3) = 1.26, p =.74 
nonsignificant interaction: Wald χ2(9) = 3.46, p =.94 
(standard errors are adjusted for multiple observations within subjects) 

 
4.3  Discussion 
 
 Given the results of perception experiment 1, where listeners made use of every 
available cue, no matter how loosely the cue is correlated with vowel shape in production, the 
results of perception experiment 2 are surprising.  In this task, the participants completely 
ignored the phonetic dimension of pitch and focused solely on glottalization.  The two 
perception experiments differed in two significant ways: natural vs. manipulated stimuli and 
isolation vs. phrase-final context.  In this section I argue that there is little reason to expect 
that stimulus context can account for the different results and that the literature on 
categorical perception provides reasons to believe that stimulus quality does account for the 
differences.   
 The production of HIGH TONE and GLOTTALIZED vowels does differ by context, as 
documented in §2.  Initial pitch is not as high for GLOTTALIZED vowels (relative to the initial 
pitch of HIGH TONE vowels) in words in phrase-final context (as opposed to words spoken in 
isolation).  In fact, as shown in Fig. 6, HIGH TONE vowels actually have higher pitch for females in 
phrase-final context.  Additionally, the speaker of the frame sentence and of the words that 
were manipulated to create the stimuli for this experiment produced HIGH TONE and GLOTTALIZED 
vowels with the same initial pitch values in phrase-final context (see Fig. 9).  It could thus be 
the case that pitch is not a good cue to this contrast in phrase-final position.   
 There are three reasons why this is not a satisfactory explanation of the different 
results of the perception experiments.  First, with regard to initial pitch, it was shown that, on 
average, males do produce higher initial pitch values for GLOTTALIZED vowels even in phrase-
final context.  Second, vowel length is only marginally correlated with vowel shape but was 
readily used by listeners when responding to natural stimuli.  This shows that listeners are 
willing to use phonetic dimensions that are not the most robust indicators of contrast.  Third, 
pitch span is highly correlated with vowel shape regardless of context and gender of speaker; 
GLOTTALIZED vowels tend to have larger pitch spans than HIGH TONE vowels.  The pitch categories 
of L, ML, MH, and H represent both increasingly higher initial pitch values and increasingly 
larger pitch spans (with the exception of some stimuli with MH initial pitch having a smaller 
pitch span than those with ML initial pitch, as discussed in §4.1.2.1). 
 I believe that the different results of the perception experiments cannot be attributed 
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to a difference of context (isolation vs. phrase-final) and must therefore be attributed to a 
difference of stimulus quality.  One effect of stimulus quality on perception has been 
documented in the literature on categorical perception, or the ability to distinguish between 
phonemic categories coupled with an inability to distinguish among phonetically different 
members of a phonemic category (see Liberman et al. 1957).  Van Hessen and Schouten (1999: 
58) show that categorical perception increases as stimulus quality increases, and they conclude 
that “because considerably more information was available [in tokens of natural speech] … 
listeners just could not focus their attention on one aspect of the stimuli…; they had to listen to 
the full spectrum and all its subtle, interacting cues, which is what they normally do.” 
  If we consider this quote in light of the different results of the perception experiments, 
it seems clear that participants in experiment 1 (with natural stimuli) “had to listen to the full 
spectrum and all its subtle interacting cues”, while participants in experiment 2 did not.  So 
why did the participants in this experiment listen for glottalization and not pitch?  What was 
the basis of this decision: (universal) cognitive processes or a (language-specific) grammar?  Or 
were they just guessing? 
 It is unlikely that participants were simply guessing because all participants behaved 
similarly; for each participant individually, there is a nonsignificant effect of pitch, and for all 
but four participants, there is a significant effect of glottalization.  This means that perhaps 
these four participants were confused by the manipulated stimuli and hence just guessed, but 
it is unlikely that if all participants were guessing that their decisions would be correlated with 
one phonetic dimension and never the other. 
 The question that remains is whether or not the perceptual behavior exhibited in 
perception experiment 2 is determined by the (language-specific) grammar or some universal 
bias.  It is possible that some aspect of human anatomy and/or cognitive abilities pushed the 
speakers to listen for glottalization and not other cues, i.e. it is possible that somehow 
glottalization is naturally a more salient feature or that it was the only readily available cue in 
the manipulated stimuli.  This is unlikely as, to my ear and to the ear of other English speakers 
who have listened to the stimuli, the pitch differences among the four categories are quite 
striking (see Fig. 9).  Further experimentation would need to be done in order to determine 
how non-YM speakers might react to the stimuli of perception experiment 2, but in the 
absence of such experimentation I find these “universal” explanations unsatisfying.  
Furthermore, the patterns of production in YM suggest that, in this language, glottalization is 
a more important cue than pitch in distinguishing GLOTTALIZED and HIGH TONE vowels, and so this 
fact may explain why listeners focus on glottalization alone when responding to manipulated 
stimuli. 
 In Table 4 we saw the percentage of times each glottalization type was produced as 
either a GLOTTALIZED or HIGH TONE vowel.  This table is repeated in table 7, along with 
information on how often different categories of initial pitch and pitch span were produced as 
either a GLOTTALIZED or HIGH TONE vowel.  What we see in this table is that glottalization is the 
only cue that, if used by itself, is likely to lead the listener to the correct decision.  If the 
listener decides to draw a line and categorically perceive all modal voiced vowels as HIGH 
TONE vowels and all vowels with weak glottalization, creaky voice, or a glottal stop as 
GLOTTALIZED vowels, they will be right a high percentage of the time (74% of time for modal 
voiced tokens, and 93%, 95%, and 100% of the time for tokens with weak glottalization, creaky 
voice, or a full glottal stop, respectively).  Initial pitch and pitch span, on the other hand, will 
only allow the listener to perform slightly better than chance. If the listener decides to 
interpret all tokens with an initial pitch of 2 s/b or less as a HIGH TONE vowel and all tokens with 
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an initial pitch of more than 2 s/b as a GLOTTALIZED vowel, they will only be right about half the 
time.  If the listener decides that the demands of the linguistic situation are such that all cues 
are not available and hence decides to focus on only one cue, glottalization is the cue that will 
lead to the highest rate of success in discriminating HIGH TONE from GLOTTALIZED vowels in YM. 
 
Table 7: Percentage of times each phonetic category is produced as a GLOTTALIZED vowel or a 
HIGH TONE vowel 

 glottalization type 
 mod. w.g. cr. g.s. 

GLOTTALIZED 26% 87% 91% 100% 
HIGH TONE 74% 13% 9% 0% 

 initial pitch category (s/b) 
 < 0 0 – 2 2 – 4 > 4 

GLOTTALIZED 42% 38% 54% 65% 
HIGH TONE 58% 62% 46% 35% 

 pitch span category (semitones) 
 < 2 2 – 4 4 – 6 > 6 

GLOTTALIZED 37% 35% 49% 66% 
HIGH TONE 63% 65% 51% 34% 

 
 In YM, the production of glottalization is more closely correlated with underlying 
vowel shape than the other cues are.  The native language user will have learned this in the 
language acquisition process, and I propose that this knowledge is used to adapt the grammar 
for degraded language situations.  In the case of perception experiment 2, participants 
assessed the quality of the stimuli, concluded that there were not enough available cues for 
following the standard perception grammar, and thus focused on the one cue that is most 
likely to lead to success – glottalization.  This was an informed choice based on language-
specific knowledge. 
 Nittrouer (2002: 719) documents how English speakers learn to use the cues that are the 
most informative in distinguishing among fricatives and concludes that “children learn what 
information in the signal must be extracted in order to apprehend phonetic structure in the 
language they are acquiring.”  The cues that will help the listener in “apprehending phonetic 
structure” are of course language-specific and can be influenced by phoneme inventory 
(Wagner et al. 2006).  It is thus uncontroversial that the YM listener will naturally attend to 
those phonetic dimensions that have been determined to be helpful in identifying what the 
speaker said (given the phoneme inventory and phonetic properties of such phonemes in YM).  
The interesting result here is that, not only have native speakers learned to use certain 
phonetic cues, but they have also learned to focus on the single most reliable cue when 
necessary. 
 It should be clear that this altered perception grammar is useful for more than just 
laboratory tasks.  Real language users communicate in non-ideal settings.  They shout across 
long distances, talk over extraneous noise, or maybe even talk with their mouths full of food.  
It seems natural that listeners would want to adapt to such situations with a perception 
grammar that will facilitate comprehension in the face of these obstacles.   
 While it is beyond the scope of this paper to work out exactly what mechanisms alter 
the grammar in such degraded situations, the idea of a perception grammar that is specific to 
degraded linguistic situations has implications for production in the context of the 
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Bidirectional Model.  If glottalization is the preferred cue to perceiving the contrast between 
HIGH TONE and GLOTTALIZED vowels, it should also be the preferred to cue for emphasizing this 
contrast in production.  In other words, perhaps when YM speakers try to disambiguate a word 
with a GLOTTALIZED vowel from a word with HIGH TONE vowel in a noisy room, they will 
emphasize glottalization (and not pitch).  To generalize, we should be able to find symmetries 
between the cues used by listeners in degraded language settings and those emphasized by 
speakers in the same types of situations.  Such experiments have not been conducted to my 
knowledge, and this is an open area of research that is motivated by the idea that listeners 
purposefully alter their perception grammar in the face of less than ideal stimuli. 
 
5.  Conclusions 
 
 The production experiments reported in §2 showed that multiple phonetic properties 
are used to distinguish HIGH TONE from GLOTTALIZED vowels in YM.  In increasing order of 
importance, GLOTTALIZED vowels tend to be longer, to have higher initial pitch, to have a larger 
pitch span, and to be produced with more glottalization.  There are gender-based differences 
in the production of GLOTTALIZED vowel related to the interaction of pitch and creaky voice.  
Creaky voice causes a dramatic dip in f0 for females relative to their natural pitch range, while 
the f0 produced during creaky voice is within the natural pitch range of males.  
 In perception experiment 1 (§3), participants responded to natural stimuli and their 
decisions were influenced by length, pitch (both initial pitch and pitch span), and 
glottalization.  This means that the phonetic values that distinguish HIGH TONE form 
GLOTTALIZED vowels in production are used by the listener as cues to the contrast.  This result is 
predicted by bidirectional models of phonetics and phonology (such as Bidirectional Stochastic 
OT (Boersma 2007)) which state that the production and perception grammars relate phonetic 
values to phonological forms via constraints with the same ranking in both grammars.  
Another advantage of the Bidirectional Model is that it can account for the prototype effect.  In 
YM, a full glottal stop is an excellent perceptual cue but is rarely produced, meaning that 
speakers are avoiding the production of peripheral tokens even when such tokens are the most 
likely to be accurately perceived by the listener. 
 The results of perception experiment 2 (§4) showed that listeners attended to 
glottalization alone when responding to manipulated stimuli.  I propose that this was a 
language-specific choice (and hence controlled by the perception grammar) such that, in the 
face of a degraded linguistic situation, listeners focused on the one cue that is most likely to 
lead to success.  This means that the grammar of a language must encode information on the 
reliability of certain phonetic dimensions in signaling contrast.  
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